Cambará do Sul

Located in the northern regions of the State of Rio Grande do Sul, near the towns of Santa Catarina State, the city is renowned for its natural beauties, like waterfalls and the sunflower production. Established from 1683 and reclamated in 1931, after separating from the neighboring municipality of São Francisco do Pardo, Cambará do Sul is ranked among the coldest places in Brazil, where the coldest western Austrian tends to be accompanied by snow. The snowfall still preserves green slopes, old wooden houses and typical landscapes of rural beaches atmosphere. It borders and houses the largest canyons in the country, including Cânion Fortaleza, Penedos Chavões and Malacara.

Touristic Information

Cânion Fortaleza

Address: Rua Nova, 320 - Centro
Phone: +55 (54) 3251-1174/1557/1320
Website: www.cambaradosul.rs.gov.br

Accessibility

Vehicle: 15 km from the Regional Road of Cambará do Sul
Road Signs: YES
Traffic Signs: YES
Traffic Light: YES
Traffic Ranger: YES
Parking: YES
Car Park: YES
Bus Stop: NO
Train Stop: NO
Airport: NO

Sports and Recreational Activities

1. Abseiling
2. Horse Riding
3. Zip Line
4. Touristic Bicycle
5. Hang Glide

Inland Water Sports

1. Sport Fishing
2. River Fishing
3. Kayaking
4. Canoeing
5. Banana Boat

Adventure Tourism

1. Rafting
2. Steamboat
3. Canoeing
4. Paragliding
5. Bungee Jumping

Accommodation

Cânion Fortaleza

Address: Rua Nova, 320 - Centro
Phone: +55 (54) 3251-1174/1557/1320
Website: www.cambaradosul.rs.gov.br

Services

- Restaurant
- Bar
- Kiosk
- Tourist Information Center
- Car Park
- Bus Stop
- Hotel
- Motel
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